APPLICATION

FOR ADMISSION TO THE INTERNATIONAL DOCTORAL STUDY

1. International doctoral study, course: “International Business Administration (PhD) Programme”

2. Studies, lectures, assigned readings and examinations are in English language by the principle of Distance Learning.

3. Duration of this course is 3 years or 6 semesters that holds 180 ECTS.

4. At the end of the course one receives the academic title of Doctor of Science, course: International Business Administration

5. Conditions of entry:
   - Master degree of Economics or non-economic orientation
   - Excellent knowledge of English language
   - Access to internet and its use because all the communication and classes are done by the principle of Distance Learning

6. Cost of studying for one year is 4 000 €.

7. More detailed information about this programme (Rules of study and Curriculum) can be found on our web page: www.unvi.edu.ba under International Distance Learning.

8. Classes and mentoring will be held by famous professors from different Universities from UK, Germany, Italy, Croatia and B&H and in cooperation with recognized academic network CIRCLE INTERNATIONAL from Great Britain.

9. Contact:
   1. Arnela Džinić, Head of student service
   Tel: +387 (30) 509 767; e-mail: rukovodstvo.studentska@unvi.edu.ba

   2. Elveldina Tatarević, Rector’s assistant
   Tel: +387 (30) 509 755; e-mail: nastavna.sluzba@unvi.edu.ba

   3. Aida Abduzaimović, assistant
   Tel: +387 (61) 763 351; e-mail: aida.abduzaimovic@unvi.edu.ba

   4. Nermina Konjalić, Coordinator
   Tel: +387 (30) 509 764; e-mail: nastava.dl@unvi.edu.ba

10. Click here to open the APPLICATION FORM (.pdf)